These resources can guide you in making higher education accessible regardless of immigration status.

**Latin American Recruitment and Educational Services (LARES) Program** — lares.uic.edu
Since its inception, LARES has been at the forefront in supporting and advocating for undocumented students. LARES assists with first-year and transfer admission process, provides academic advising, tutoring, and employment opportunities and graduate assistantships to DACA students.

**Centers for Cultural Understanding and Social Change (CCUSC)** — diversity.uic.edu/engagement/ccusc/
A collaborative group of seven centers with distinct histories, missions, and locations that promote the well being and cultural awareness of underrepresented and underserved groups at UIC.

**Fearless Undocumented Alliance (FUA) Student Organization** — @FEARLESSUNDOCUMENTEDALLIANCE
FUA strives to create a supportive environment—be that academically, financially, and or mentally—for undocumented students at UIC.

**Office of Diversity** — diversity.uic.edu
Promotes greater awareness and understanding of undocumented students’ experiences (while maintaining the confidentiality of individuals) and develops campus responses and processes to address their needs related to academic success.

**Educators for Fair Consideration** — e4fc.org
**Hispanic Scholarship Fund** — latino collegedollars.org
**Illinois Association for College Admission Counseling** — iacac.org/undocumented
**Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights** — icir.org
**Mexican American Legal Defense Fund** — maldef.org
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